23-valent pneumococcal vaccine failure in a patient who developed pneumonia: a case report
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INTRODUCTION

Streptococcus pneumoniae is a major cause of morbidity and mortality in infants, children and elderly adults. Despite the availability of excellent antimicrobial therapies and high-quality health care systems, respiratory diseases and invasive infections caused by pneumococci are still a major health problem (Bogaert D. et al., 2004). Pneumococcal polysaccharide vaccines (PPVs) were developed more than 50 years ago and have progressed from 2-valent vaccines to the current 23-valent vaccine, which has been available since the early 1980s. The 23-valent vaccine includes serotypes that are responsible for 72-95% (Kyaw M.H. et al., 2000) of invasive pneumococcal disease, depending on which geographic areas are considered. In many industrialised countries, including Italy, pneumococcal vaccination is currently recommended for individuals aged 65 years and older and for individuals aged 2-64 who are at increased risk of pneumococcal disease (Center for Disease Control, 2006; Noakes K. et al., 2006). A 7-valent Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccine (PCV7) has shown high efficacy against invasive pneumococcal diseases caused by vaccine serotypes in children under 5 years old. Recently, both 10- and 13-valent PCV have been licensed in Europe. Although most authorities agree that PPV is protective at some level, conflicting results have been obtained and controversy continues to surround the issue (Huss A. et al., 2009).

We report a clinical failure of a pneumococcal vaccine in a patient who developed pneumococcal pneumonia. In 2008, an 85-year-old Italian woman was admitted to the Respiratory Disease Unit of a hospital in Southern Italy. The 23-valent pneumococcal vaccine had been administered to the patient 50 days earlier. The chest x-ray disclosed a right basal bronchopneumonic focus. Streptococcus Pneumoniae serotype 19A, a strain included in the 23-valent pneumococcal vaccine, was isolated from the sputum. There is a need for more efficacious conjugated vaccines covering the majority of the pneumococcal serotypes that cause serious illness in older children and adults worldwide.

SUMMARY

We report a clinical failure of a pneumococcal vaccine in a patient who developed pneumococcal pneumonia. In 2008, an 85-year-old Italian woman was admitted to the Respiratory Disease Unit of a hospital in Southern Italy. The 23-valent pneumococcal vaccine had been administered to the patient 50 days earlier. The chest x-ray disclosed a right basal bronchopneumonic focus. Streptococcus Pneumoniae serotype 19A, a strain included in the 23-valent pneumococcal vaccine, was isolated from the sputum. There is a need for more efficacious conjugated vaccines covering the majority of the pneumococcal serotypes that cause serious illness in older children and adults worldwide.
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CASE REPORT

In 2008, an 85-year-old Italian woman was admitted with pneumonia to the Respiratory Disease Unit of a hospital in Southern Italy. On admission, examination revealed a fever of >38°C, groaning on expiration and extensive rhonchi, wheezing with small bubbles in the right medial basal segment and fine crackling in the right basal lobe, which was dull to percussion. The patient's medical history revealed that she was suffering from arterial hypertension and chronic asthmatic pulmonary disease with periodic exacerbations (1-2 times a year), and also that both the 23-valent pneumococcal vaccine and the influenza vaccine had been administered to the patient 50 days earlier.

The patient reported that, 23 days before hospital admission, she had had dyspnea, a high temperature, a congested cough, mucopurulent sputum and right thoracic pain. Her general practitioner had prescribed treatment with a bronchodilator and antipyretic, antibiotic and corticosteroid therapy. A chest x-ray performed 13 days before hospital admission had not shown any focal parenchymal lesions. The pharmacological therapy had resulted in some limited improvement, including attenuation of dyspnea and a normal stable temperature. However, respiratory problems and a high temperature returned, and the patient's doctor recommended admission to hospital.

On admission, blood chemistry tests showed the following: a white cell count of 20.170 x 10^9/ml, neutrophil leukocytosis: 92%, lymphopaenia: 14.7%, monocytes: 3.3%, PLT: 284,000/mm^3, sedimentation rate: 33 mm/h (NR: 1-15 mm/h), Uricemia: 6.9 mg%; PCR: 275.2 mg/dl. Other blood-chemistry tests did not show pathological values, and the tests for HIV and Legionella Pneumophila urine antigen were negative.

A phlegm sample was placed on plates containing MacConkey agar, Sabouraud-chloramphenicol agar, Columbia sheep blood agar, Columbia CNA agar, Chocolate agar with bacitracin and Mannitol. Plates were incubated for 24 h under aerobiosis at 37°C, except for the chocolate medium plates, which were incubated in a microaerophilic environment at 5% carbon dioxide. Streptococcus pneumoniae was isolated. The biochemical identification of the strain and the antibiogram were carried out with the PHENIX (BD) panel system, and the MIC was determined following the guidelines of the Clinical and Laboratory Standard Institute. The rapid assay, Now (PROMESAN), for the detection of Streptococcus pneumoniae antigen in urine, was positive. Streptococcus pneumoniae serotyping, performed according to the techniques described by Azzari et al. (Azzari C. et al., 2008), revealed Streptococcus pneumoniae 19A, a strain included in the 23-valent pneumococcal vaccine.

Having taken into account the antibiogram results, the patient received antibiotic therapy with Cefotaxime (1 g x 2) and Moxifloxacin (400 mg/day), and was discharged after 15 days.

DISCUSSION

Our report describes a case of pneumococcal pneumonia in a non-immunocompromised patient who received a pneumococcal vaccine less than one month before the onset of symptoms. This cannot be thought of as a breakthrough infection as vaccine-breakthrough pneumococcal infection was considered that in hematopoietic stem cell transplantation recipients who had infection 4 weeks after receiving pneumococcal vaccination (Debbache K. et al., 2009; Kumar D. et al., 2008; Youssef S. et al., 2007).

When considering the 23-valent pneumococcal vaccine as 23 different vaccines rather than one, there is evidence that some individuals could fail to respond to some serotypes (Örtqvist Å. et al., 2007). Factors complicating the definition of the normal antibody response to polysaccharide antigens are its variation with age, the differing prevalence of serotypes in different populations, and variation in the immunogenicity of individual serotypes.

Individuals with otherwise normal immune function tests may have a poor or non-existent anti-
body response to such antigens, described as Selective Anti-polysaccharide Antibody Deficiency (Akikusa J.D. et al., 2001). A variety of methods have been used to estimate the protective effect of PPV, including prospective clinical trials, case control studies, cohort studies, and comparisons of infecting serotypes in vaccinated and non-vaccinated subjects. Meta-analyses of controlled clinical trials have produced conflicting results regarding the efficacy of PPV. The lack of consistency between the results reported from observational studies and those from controlled trials is another reason why the efficacy of the vaccine remains controversial (Huss A et al., 2009).

PPV has been widely introduced into vaccination programs for elderly people and high-risk populations in industrialized countries. In many cases, the decision to implement vaccination programs was based on a possible protective effect of the pneumococcal polysaccharide vaccine on invasive pneumococcal disease, which has been seen in observational studies but not clearly documented in high-quality clinical trials.

Of all the possible strategies for preventing pneumococcal pneumonia, only vaccination has been subjected to economic evaluation. PPV seems relatively cost-effective (and potentially cost-saving) for those between 65 and 75 years of age, military recruits and HIV-positive patients with a sufficiently high CD4 T cell count. Based on economic evaluations, authorities in some high-income and middle-income countries recommend that PPV23 should be given to target populations demonstrated to be at increased risk of morbidity and mortality from pneumococcal infection, including individuals with sickle-cell disease or those lacking a functional spleen, individuals with underlying diseases affecting the cardiopulmonary system and individuals with immunosuppressive conditions, including HIV infection (WHO, 2008).

The prevention of the large burden of disease associated with pneumococcal pneumonia should be a major objective from a public health perspective. As supported by the WHO, there is a need for more efficacious conjugated vaccines or other types of vaccines covering the majority of the pneumococcal serotypes that cause serious disease in older children and adults worldwide and that are frequently also responsible for resistance to commonly used antimicrobial drugs (WHO, 2008).

A more reliable assessment of vaccine effectiveness may be through improved molecular epidemiologic surveillance. In Italy, information regarding the true incidence of invasive bacterial diseases is limited because monitoring is carried out only on meningitis, for which a national system has been in place since 1994. For the meningococcus forms, this has been extended to sepsis. It merits consideration that the estimates for the incidence of invasive bacterial diseases can be strongly influenced by the failure to apply diagnostic tests.

CONCLUSIONS

An improvement in surveillance is necessary to monitor the change in S. pneumoniae serotypes in circulation following the implementation of heptavalent conjugate pneumococcal vaccine in children and 23-valent pneumococcal polysaccharide vaccine in adults over 65 and/or at high risk of infection. Better surveillance can contribute to a critical revision of the indicators for vaccination with the 23-valent pneumococcal vaccine and other vaccinations for invasive bacterial diseases.

Strong herd immunity was observed in many countries after PCV7 introduction, with a subsequent decrease of PCV7 strains in the adult and elderly population as well. Similarly, in the United States, there has been a substantial reduction in the proportion of cases caused by the serotypes in the PCV7, but an increase in cases caused by non-vaccine serotypes has also been noted (Farrell D.J. et al., 2007). Our report documents a case of pneumococcal pneumonia resulting from the 19A strain, which is included in PPV23 but not in PCV7. This strain is included among those that have a higher risk of increased incidence after the introduction of PCV7 vaccination in children. Including the 19A strain in a new multi-valent conjugate vaccine could have the same beneficial effect.
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